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• I. Prelude: What (we thought) we know 
           What do we expect to see in interferometry?  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• II. IR interferometry of AGN: Some basics  
           Which telescopes can we use?  
           What do we see?  

• III. The big surprise 
           What’s new?  

• IV. A disk and a wind (and Bob’s your uncle)  
           How can we make sense of these observations?  

• V. The physics behind it 
           How does this work?  
 



I. Prelude: What (we thought) we know



I. What (we thought) we know

• in the IR we see the dusty torus 
• cornerstone of AGN unification 
• Typical scaling: few pc ~ 10 milliarcseconds

Narrow-line region

Dusty Torus
Accretion Disk +
broad-line region

Jet

Type 1 AGN

Type 2 AGN



• basic framework:  
            dusty, obscuring (τv>1), geometrically-thick 

• Further constraints:  
‣ (sub-)parsec-scaled (dust radiative equilibrium) 
‣ inhomogeneous (“clumpy”):  

 → observational: e.g. velocity  
          dispersion, CO emissivity,  
          X-ray column variability, ...  
 → theoretical: e.g. SG instability,  
           shear, radiation pressure, ...  

Krolik & Begelman 1986

Krolik & Begelman 1986, 1988; Barvainis 1987; Pier & Krolik 
1992a; Tacconi et al. 1994; Risaliti et al. 2002; ...

I. What (we thought) we know



I. Clumpy torus model images (CAT3D)

• type 1: fairly disky 
• type 2: elongated in equatorial or polar direction 
• radiative transfer effects

I. Clumpy torus images (from CAT3D)

• type 1: fairly disky 

• type 2: elongated in equatorial or polar direction 

• radiative transfer effects

blue: 2!m — green: 8!m — red: 20!m

type 1 (30º inclination) type 2 (75º inclination)



II. IR interferometry of AGN: some basics



II. IR Interferometers for AGN science

• We are always one step behind stellar interferometry... 
           ... but we are catching up! 

• 40 objects successfully observed (plus 5+ with limits)  
           → construction of useful samples 

• 9 objects with closure phases in near-IR (→ images next) 
• 3+ objects with additional time-domain resolution



II. The near-IR emission of AGN: type 1 AGN

• inner radius of torus scales with L1/2  (as expected from dust) 
• brightness and colour temperatures ~ 1500 K  (as expected from dust) 
• absolute sizes are smaller than expected by factor ~3 
• emissivity + sizes: large graphite grains

Kishimoto, Hoenig et al. 2011a

expected
KI sizes

RM sizes



II. The mid-IR emission of AGN: Circinus (type 2)

• geometrically thin disk + “halo”
• disk aligned with maser disk and perpendicular to NLR

Tristram et al. 2007



III. The big surprise



Infrared interferometry observations System orientation

III. Type 1 AGN NGC3783

near-IR /
accr. disk plane

polar direction / mid-IR

Hoenig et al. 2013



Infrared interferometry observations Radiative transfer model

near-infrared
(hot dust)

mid-infrared
(cool dust)

Hoenig+06,10b,11b

III. Type 1 AGN NGC3783

Hoenig et al. 2013



Infrared interferometry observations Working hypothesis: disk + wind

dusty wind

hot torus

III. Type 1 AGN NGC3783

Hoenig et al. 2013



• Circinus/NGC 1068: non-polar component in “disk”   
(Tristram+14, Lopez-Gonzaga+14) 

• coincident with maser disks

Tristram et al. 2014

Spitzer IRS
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III. Many more…
N. López-Gonzaga et al.: Mid-infrared interferometry of 23 AGN tori: On the significance of polar-elongated emission

Fig. 4. Best-fit models for elongated objects. For every object, we show
the 12 µm image obtained from our best-fit model using a square root
scale. We add as a reference for the polar axis of the system, when
available, the PA obtained from optical polarimetry (green dashed line)
and from the symmetry axis of the ionization cone (red dotted line).

It has been long realized, however, that such a simple struc-
ture cannot represent the actual distribution of dust. Instead,
the dust must be in a clumpy configuration (e.g., Schartmann
et al. 2008) whose image, as simulated using radiative transfer,
is complex and its reduction to an “elongated Gaussian model”
is not at all obvious. If we also take hydrodynamical e↵ects
into account, even a more or less azimuthal dust configuration
can produce images that are polar elongated (e.g., Fig. 8 of
Schartmann et al. 2009; and Fig. 5 of Schartmann et al. 2014).
In fact, models that produce an infrared emission with a

Fig. 5. Top: comparison between the position angle of the mid-infrared
emission from the parsec-scale structure (PAMIR) and the inferred po-
sition angle of the system polar axis (PApolar) for the elongated ob-
jects. For completeness we also include the marginally elongated object
NGC 4507 (blue triangle), no error bars are determined for this object.
The dashed line represents a one-to-one relation for the position angles.
Bottom: histogram of the di↵erence between the inferred system polar
axis and the mid-infrared position angle obtained using interferometry.
The histogram including the marginally elongated object NGC 4507 is
shown in blue bars, while elongated objects are indicated with black
bars. Only objects with elongations obtained from interferometric data
have been used here.

X-shaped morphologies (e.g., Schartmann et al. 2005) also show
polar extension to the zeroth order. Slight asymmetries in the
density distribution produced by filaments or clouds could then
explain the lack of asymmetry around the polar axis system.
Additional information, such as kinematics, would be needed to
distinguish such a scenario from, for example, a disk wind sce-
nario, which would also produce polar-elongated emission (e.g.,
Wada 2012; Gallagher et al. 2013; Schartmann et al. 2014).

While with infrared images alone we cannot provide a com-
plete panorama about the structure of the torus, our result of the
polar extended emission should serve as a constraint for dusty
models that attempt to provide a description of the dusty en-
vironment in AGNs. Current SED fitting studies do not take
this into account as the SED does not provide any geometrical
information. Further investigation needs to be carried out to see
if derived torus properties, such as covering factors, torus sizes,
and cloud numbers from torus models that reproduce the polar-
like extended emission, are consistent with the current models
used by the community.

A47, page 7 of 11
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• Good basline/PA coverage → polar elongation 
• often close to cone edge → hollow cone
• has equivalent in RHD models (Wada 12, Schartmann+14), but…

Lopez Gonzaga et al., 2016
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III. …even in single telescope images
Polar mid-infrared emission 3

Figure 1. Nuclear MIR emission images of the MIR-extended
Seyferts from Asmus et al. (2014), except CygnusA, which is from
Whysong & Antonucci 2004). Filters are around 12µm, except
for NGC3081 (⇠ 18µm). A square root color scale with black
corresponding to 20 times the standard deviation of the background
and white to the median background or lower is used. The green
lines denote the system axis PA and is 100 pc long.

nuclear MIR emission of these sources in comparison to
the system axis PAs established in the previous section.

The distribution of the angular di↵erence between sys-
tem axis and MIR is shown in Fig. 2.
The median angular di↵erence is 19 degrees with a

standard deviation of 27 degrees. There are four ob-
jects with a di↵erence larger than 45 degrees (Circinus,

Figure 2. Distribution of the angular di↵erence between the sys-
tem axis and MIR PAs for the MIR-extended Seyferts. Top: an-

gular plot showing individual objects as lines with Seyfert

1.x (2) in blue (red). The thick black line shows the mean

of all extended Seyferts with the black arcs indicating the

standard deviation. Grey dashed lines mark the angu-

lar di↵erence between host and MIR PAs for the same

objects. Bottom: Additive histogram of absolute di↵er-

ence with the contribution of the Seyfert 1.x (2) objects is

marked in blue (red). The distribution of the angular di↵er-
ence between the host and MIR PAs for all MIR-extended Seyferts
is shown as grey bars.

ESO323-77, NGC2992 and NGC5033), which will be
discussed in Sect. 3.4. Despite these, the distribution is
clearly not random (corresponding to a flat line in Fig. 2)
but shows that the position angles of the nuclear MIR
emission and system axis are in general connected (as al-
ready found in Asmus et al. 2014). We verify this result
with a two-sided one-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test comparing the actual distribution to 105 random
uniform samples, which results in an approximate normal
distribution of logarithmic null-hypothesis probabilities,
p
KS

, with a median of -2.0 (standard deviation 0.9).

3.3. Alignment of nuclear MIR emission and host
structure
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3.3. Alignment of nuclear MIR emission and host
structure

• Consistent picture from sub-pc to 100s pc  
(Asmus, Hoenig & Gandhi 2016) 

• Origin of feedback?



IV. CAT3D-WIND:  
A disk and a wind (and Bob’s your uncle)



IV. CAT3D-WIND model

• based on CAT3D clumpy torus model 
• add a polar outflow: hollow cone geometry  

                         → opening angle, width, #clouds, cloud distribution
• simulate images & SEDs of type 1s and 2s (130,000+ models)

II. CAT3D-WIND model

• based on CAT3D torus model
• add a polar outflow: hollow cone geometry  

                    → opening angle, width, #clouds, cloud distribution 

• simulate images & SEDs of type 1s and 2s (130,000+ models)

mid-plane z in units of rsub. The model space is limited from
rsub as the inner boundary to the outer radius Rout. Please note
that Rout should not be considered a free model parameter, but
rather a minimum boundary that has to be chosen to not cause
an artificial brightness cutoff in the wavelength range of
interest (for a detailed discussion of this issue, see Hönig and
Kishimoto 2010, Section4.1.4). Obscuration is defined by the
average number of dust clouds N0 along an equatorial line-of-
sight. The clouds are characterized by their optical depth τcl
and radius Rcl, but the size of the clouds only controls the total
number of clouds and not the typical model SED (we choose a
power law of the form Rcl=Rcl;0·r for numerical reasons; for
further details, see Hönig & Kishimoto 2010). Moreover, as
long as the cloud is optically thick in the IR, which most
clumpy models assume, the dominating emission from the hot
side of the clouds is insensitive to the exact choice of τcl. In
summary, these six parameters fully define typical clumpy
torus models.

Classical torus models do not account for the observed
predominance of polar emission in the mid-IR emission of
AGNs. Thus, a second component is added to the standard
model in the form of a polar outflow. This structure is modeled
as a hollow cone and characterized by three parameters: (1) the
radial distribution of dust clouds in the wind aw, (2) the half-
opening angle of the wind θw, and (3) its angular width σθ.
Finally, a wind-to-disk ratio fwd defines the ratio between
number of clouds along the cone and N0. Note that converting
fwd to a mass ratio would require knowledge of τcl and Rcl.
However, these are not constrained by the SEDs. For each set
of model parameters, the emission as seen from inclinations of
0°–90° is simulated, in steps of 15°. An illustration of the dust
distribution and typical view of a disk+wind is shown in
Figure 1.

The new model makes use of a more physical description of
dust sublimation near the AGN than the commonly assumed
single sublimation radius. It accounts for the fact that for any
given density, the silicate sublimation temperature is lower than

the graphite sublimation temperature (e.g., Phinney 1989) and
that small grains are hotter for a fixed distance from the AGN.
When the dust heats above 1200 K, silicates are removed from
the dust composition, leaving only graphites that can heat up to
1900 K. In the intermediate stage from 1200 K leading up to
1900 K, the smallest graphite grains are removed, so that at the
innermost radius where dust can survive only grains with a size
between 0.075 and 1 μm are present. In this framework, it is
possible to reconcile the observed small near-IR reverberation
mapping sizes and near-IR interferometry sizes with dust
sublimation physics (e.g., Kishimoto et al. 2007).
One specific aspect of the disk+wind hypothesis put forward

in Hönig et al. (2013) is that the wind is launched near the
sublimation zone of the dusty disk. Thus, the chemical
composition of the dust in the wind is expected to be very
similar to the one seen at about the sublimation radius.
Accordingly, the model dust clouds in the polar region are
devoid of silicates and small grains. This will also help near
edge-on views of the disk+wind structure to display silicate
absorption features at ∼10 μm from the disk despite the direct
view to hotter dust in the outflow region. Wind-only models
with standard silicate and graphite mixtures predominantly
show silicate emission features (e.g., Keating et al. 2012;
Gallagher et al. 2015). This is confirmed with the present
models when using normal ISM dust for the wind clouds. Such
models show exclusively silicate emission features for the
range of observed SED mid-IR slopes of both type 1 and type 2
AGNs (see Section 3.1).

3. Results and Discussion

The parameter space of the model has been explored in the
range of parameters as listed in Table 1. A total of 132,300
model SEDs have been simulated. It should be noted that the
range of fwd is larger for θw=30° than for 45°. In general, the
covered surface for a cone with half-opening angle closer to the
polar axis is smaller than for a cone with a larger half-opening
angle. To counter this effect, the effectively filled area in the

Figure 1. Illustrating radiative transfer images of the dust cloud distribution in CAT3D-WIND for a compact disk (a=−3) and an extended wind (aw=−0.5) with a
half-opening angle of θw=35°. These images represent the histogram-equalized re-emission at 12 μm for inclinations i=25° (view into the cone) and i=75° (near
edge-on).
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• CAT3D-WIND covers same parameter space as CAT3D… 

• … but opens new SED parameter space: 3-5 μm bump in type 1s

II. A look at SEDs: CAT3D-WIND vs. CAT3D

• Decompose SEDs into 3 components:  
   (1) near-IR to mid-IR slope  
   (2) mid-IR slope;  
   (3) silicate feature optical depth                  

• CAT3D-WIND covers same parameter space as CAT3D 

• opens SED parameter space of the 3-5µm bump in type 1s

The major motivation for the disk+wind model stems from
IR interferometry of nearby AGNs. Therefore, viability of the
new models rests on the ability to not only reproduce the SEDs
but also the interferometry measurements. In general, it can be
expected that a type 2 AGN seen edge-on will indeed show

elongation toward the polar region in these models. On the
other hand, radiative transfer effects might also produce some
polar emission in obscured AGNs in classical torus models
(e.g., Schartmann et al. 2005, 2008). The more challenging
objects are moderately inclined type 1 AGNs where classical
models would produce an elongated, disk-like structure with
orientation along the disk plane.
NGC3783 can be considered a prototypical inclined type 1

AGN with dominating polar IR emission. It has been
extensively covered with near- and mid-IR interferometry.
Hönig et al. (2013) report simple modeling of 41 VLTI MIDI
observations in the mid-IR and 6 VLTI AMBER measurements
in the near-IR (AMBER data originally from Weigelt
et al. 2012). The IR SED shows the characteristic 3–5 μm
bump with an estimated hot-dust covering factor of about 30%.
The near-to-mid-IR photometric and interferometric data are
best reproduced by two IR-emitting components, characterized
by two perpendicular elongated structures, with the polar-
oriented dominating in the mid-IR. The mid-IR emission is
very elongated with a major-to-minor axis ratio of ∼3:1, which
is challenging to achieve in classical torus models for an
unobscured type 1 AGN at moderate inclinations.
The best SED model fits (see gray contour in Figure 2, right)

were selected to simulate multi-wavelength images, which is
computationally expensive. Interferometric visibilities were
obtained for the model images at 12 μm and compared to the
corresponding interferometric visibilities of NGC3783 (see
Hönig et al. 2013, Figure7). It is immediately found that the
strong elongation seen in NGC3783 disfavors low inclinations
at 0°–15°, as expected. The strongest elongations are seen
either at higher inclination, where the cone is seen from the
side, or when the line-of-sight into the cone is close to its edge.
Stronger polar elongations are found for θw=30° than
for θw=45°.

Figure 2. Observed SED parameter space covered by the grid of CAT3D-WIND models (left) and the classical clumpy torus models of CAT3D (right). Each colored
circle represents one or more model SEDs from the respective model grid. While the position in the grid indicates the spectral indices in the mid-IR, αMIR, and near-to-
mid-IR, αIR covered by the models, the color represents the strength of the silicate feature, τSi, with negative numbers (=blue colors) noting an emission feature and
positive numbers (=red colors) an absorption feature. The dashed black line marks equal spectral indices. Below this line, the near-IR emission is bluer than the mid-
IR, which results in the presence of two distinct emission bumps. The gray contour denotes the model SEDs that are consistent with observations of NGC3783.

Figure 3. Comparison between the observed and model IR SEDs of NGC3783.
The observations are collected from 2MASS (light blue; Weigelt et al. 2012),
ISAAC (dark blue), Spitzer IRS (red line), and IRAC (orange, Hönig et al.
2013). The light gray band shows the range of model SEDs consistent with the
observed IR and mid-IR slopes of NGC3783. In addition, the dark gray line
indicates the model SED for the model used to reproduce the interferometric
observations (see Figure 4).
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• compact disk + shallow wind seen close to the wind edge 
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The major motivation for the disk+wind model stems from
IR interferometry of nearby AGNs. Therefore, viability of the
new models rests on the ability to not only reproduce the SEDs
but also the interferometry measurements. In general, it can be
expected that a type 2 AGN seen edge-on will indeed show

elongation toward the polar region in these models. On the
other hand, radiative transfer effects might also produce some
polar emission in obscured AGNs in classical torus models
(e.g., Schartmann et al. 2005, 2008). The more challenging
objects are moderately inclined type 1 AGNs where classical
models would produce an elongated, disk-like structure with
orientation along the disk plane.
NGC3783 can be considered a prototypical inclined type 1
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extensively covered with near- and mid-IR interferometry.
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in the near-IR (AMBER data originally from Weigelt
et al. 2012). The IR SED shows the characteristic 3–5 μm
bump with an estimated hot-dust covering factor of about 30%.
The near-to-mid-IR photometric and interferometric data are
best reproduced by two IR-emitting components, characterized
by two perpendicular elongated structures, with the polar-
oriented dominating in the mid-IR. The mid-IR emission is
very elongated with a major-to-minor axis ratio of ∼3:1, which
is challenging to achieve in classical torus models for an
unobscured type 1 AGN at moderate inclinations.
The best SED model fits (see gray contour in Figure 2, right)

were selected to simulate multi-wavelength images, which is
computationally expensive. Interferometric visibilities were
obtained for the model images at 12 μm and compared to the
corresponding interferometric visibilities of NGC3783 (see
Hönig et al. 2013, Figure7). It is immediately found that the
strong elongation seen in NGC3783 disfavors low inclinations
at 0°–15°, as expected. The strongest elongations are seen
either at higher inclination, where the cone is seen from the
side, or when the line-of-sight into the cone is close to its edge.
Stronger polar elongations are found for θw=30° than
for θw=45°.

Figure 2. Observed SED parameter space covered by the grid of CAT3D-WIND models (left) and the classical clumpy torus models of CAT3D (right). Each colored
circle represents one or more model SEDs from the respective model grid. While the position in the grid indicates the spectral indices in the mid-IR, αMIR, and near-to-
mid-IR, αIR covered by the models, the color represents the strength of the silicate feature, τSi, with negative numbers (=blue colors) noting an emission feature and
positive numbers (=red colors) an absorption feature. The dashed black line marks equal spectral indices. Below this line, the near-IR emission is bluer than the mid-
IR, which results in the presence of two distinct emission bumps. The gray contour denotes the model SEDs that are consistent with observations of NGC3783.

Figure 3. Comparison between the observed and model IR SEDs of NGC3783.
The observations are collected from 2MASS (light blue; Weigelt et al. 2012),
ISAAC (dark blue), Spitzer IRS (red line), and IRAC (orange, Hönig et al.
2013). The light gray band shows the range of model SEDs consistent with the
observed IR and mid-IR slopes of NGC3783. In addition, the dark gray line
indicates the model SED for the model used to reproduce the interferometric
observations (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4 shows model visibilities for several position angles
for a representative model with a=−3, aw=−0.5, N0=10,
θw=38°, σθ=10°, and fwd=1.2 seen under an inclination
of i=30°. This orientation and cone shape implied by this
model are in between the suggestions of Müller-Sánchez et al.
(2011) and Fischer et al. (2013), who infer i=60°/θw=30°
and i=15°/θw=45°, respectively. While Fischer et al.
(2013) argue that kinematics disfavor the high-inclination
solution, the strong elongation seen in IR interferometry might
indicate a higher inclination. On the other hand, it is shown
here that a configuration where the line-of-sight is close to the
cone edge produces strong elongations as well.

3.3. Anisotropy of the Mid-IR Emission

An optically thick dusty torus causes significant anisotropy
of the emerging IR emission depending on inclination: more IR
radiation escapes toward low inclinations than toward highly
inclined line-of-sights. However, when taking the intrinsic
X-ray emission as an isotropic tracer for the AGN luminosity, it
has been shown that the mid-IR emission is surprisingly
isotropic (e.g., Lutz et al. 2004; Gandhi et al. 2009; Asmus
et al. 2015), unlike that expected from smooth torus models.
While this small scatter in the mid-IR-to-X-ray luminosity
correlation can be partly explained in the framework of clumpy
torus models, the range of torus parameters leading to low
anisotropy is very restricted, which would imply a physical
mechanism that restricts those parameters (e.g., Hönig
et al. 2011).

In the disk+wind picture, the hollow cone is visible to the
observer at any inclination, naturally leading to low anisotropy
of the mid-IR emission. Quantitatively, the peak of the
luminosity-normalized flux distributions at 12 μm shifts by
about 0.4 dex from 0° to 90°. When considering typical
inclinations of 30° for type 1 AGNs and 75° for type 2s, the

anisotropy is 0.24 dex0.16
0.11

-
+ . This is consistent with estimates

from the relation between X-ray and mid-IR luminosities in
AGNs, finding <0.3 dex (Asmus et al. 2015) and samples
isotropically selected in the radio at ∼0.22 dex (Hönig
et al. 2011).

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this Letter, a new radiative transfer model CAT3D-WIND
is presented to reconcile spatially resolved observations of
AGNs in the IR with model predictions. The model consists of
a geometrically thin disk of optically thick dust clumps and a
hollow cone of putatively outflowing dust clouds. It is
phenomenologically motivated by recent results in IR inter-
ferometry that hint toward such a two-component structure. In
this picture, dust clouds are accreted in the plane of the disk. As
dust partially sublimates near the sublimation radius (leading to
a dearth of silicates), some dust clouds are lifted up by radiation
pressure and flow out into the polar region. Based on a
parameterization of this picture, the following has been found:

1. The new disk+wind models cover a similar parameter
space in terms of mid-IR spectral slope and strength of
the silicate feature as classical clumpy torus models.

2. It is found that the new models are able to explain the
3–5 μm SED bump seen in many type 1 AGNs. This
local emission peak appears from the disk when it has a
more compact distribution of dust clouds than the wind.

3. Many of the disk+wind models do indeed show polar
elongation for inclinations typically associated with both
type 1 and type 2 AGNs. Indeed, a model has been found
to simultaneously reproduce the IR SED and IR
interferometry of the type 1 AGN NGC3783.

4. Exposure of the cone to the observer at all inclinations
naturally results in a low degree of anisotropy of the mid-
IR emission with respect to the inclination or viewing
angle. This is consistent with the observed low scatter of
the mid-IR/X-ray luminosity correlation.

The presented models are radiative transfer models of an
empirical hypothesis. However, the physical mechanisms to
drive the wind are not clear yet. It is possible that a
combination of radiation pressure on the dust and neutral gas,
both from the AGN radiation and from the IR-emitting medium
itself, will play a role. Furthermore, hydrodynamic pressure
close to the sublimation radius may help in launching such a
wind. Work on radiative–hydrodynamical simulations will be
needed to find a physical foundation for the observed polar
structure (e.g., Dorodnitsyn et al. 2012; Wada 2012, 2015;
Chan & Krolik 2016; Dorodnitsyn et al. 2016). The SEDs
presented in this Letter will be made available for download
at http://cat3d.sungrazer.org.
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Figure 4. Comparison between observed and model 12 μm interferometry of
NGC3783. The different colors note the position angle for each visibility point
with 0° (red) along the polar axis and 90° (violet) parallel to the equatorial
plane. Model parameters are given in the text. The corresponding SED is
highlighted in Figure 3.
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• disk emission dominates (60%) over wind (40%) 

• high inclination of 60º consistent with polarimetry

IV. CAT3D-WIND and ESO323-G77 (Leftley et al. 2017)
II. CAT3D-WIND and ESO323 (sneak peak; Leftley+17)

• dominating 60% disk + 40% wind 

• high inclination of 60o consistent with polarimetry

12 μm



V. The physics behind it



V. Radiative hydrodynamic simulations

• Setup
‣ SPH code gizmo  → puts resolution where the mass is
‣ gravity + self-gravity + hydrodynamics + radiation (1000+ frequencies) 
‣ gas + dusty self-consistently 
‣ full ionisation physics + (average) chemistry  → CLOUDY 
‣ radiation pressure from the central AGN  → CAT3D techniques 
‣ stellar feedback + stellar cluster potential  

• Not yet included
‣ Secondary IR radiation → adds ~vertical radiation pressure







Summary

• What we learned…
‣ classical torus models not working for resolved IR emission 
‣ dust emission from two components  → disk + polar emission
‣ CAT3D-WIND disk+wind model explains interferometry and SED 
‣ disk responsible for near-IR bump 

• What will be coming soon…
‣ physical framework/mechanism for uplift   

       → radiative hydrodynamics   (Williamson, Venanzi & Hoenig, in prep)  
       → IR+AGN radiation pressure   (Venanzi & Hoenig, in prep)

‣ real parsec scale images with VLTI/MATISSE & VLTI/GRAVITY
‣ kinematics of the region with ALMA   (scheduled for Cycle 5)

“The most impressive recent results are due to IR interferometry. […] Long baseline 
interferometry is the way of the future.”  
                                — Hagai Netzer, Annual Review of Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2015


